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Levant Education Group was established in 2009 as a service provider to
universities and colleges recruiting from Turkey, Azerbaijan and Iraq. We
have led the way in innovative HE-focussed recruitment and marketing
initiatives in these countries:
•

•
•
•

We have simultaneously developed exhibition, online and agency
recruitment channels that have sourced hundreds of students over
several years
We established the first UK-focussed recruitment events in Turkey and
Azerbaijan, and Iraqi Kurdistan
We led the first post-sanctions UK education mission to the Iran (2016)
We have established local language digital marketing platforms that
increase awareness, harness social media and generate leads. These
are available in Turkish, Azeri and Farsi and our local staff manage
marketing campaigns in those countries

Moving beyond the simple agency recruitment model, Levant Education has
developed a holistic new service model for international education
providers. This model has been perfected based on years of experience
working in-market, and from hiring in-market managers.
With agency training & management increasingly being handled in-market,
Levant Education has taken the model to the next step, which will
simultaneously save money on recruitment and employment costs while
providing more professional and more productive marketing and
recruitment operations.
•
•
•
•
•

Dedicated, experienced in-country marketing management
Full market coverage – agents, schools, online, direct
Professional office in Nisantasi, Istanbul
Clear market advantage over home-working competitors
Save on staff support costs and avoid local legal / employment issues

Our offer provides an expert, dedicated Country or Regional Manager,
with the additional power of an office in upmarket Nisantasi, providing
local agency and school support as well as online and direct recruitment
channels that will exceed the capacities of the traditional model.

Our Team

David Mitchell
Managing Director
David founded Levant
Education Consulting in
2009, following 10 years of
roles in international higher
education, from an agency in
Korea, a US university in
London, the

Roger McMahon
Senior Strategic Advisor
Roger has 30 years Directorlevel experience in
international education, with
an unrivalled track record
and networks in Central Asia
in particular.

Banu Mitchell
Recruitment Manager
Banu has over 10 years
experience in high-value
international student
recruitment and admissions,
having been a

Leyla Esmaeili
Iran Enrolment Support
Leyla joined Levant
Education in 2014 following a
study abroad experience at
King Colleges, Los Angeles.
Leyla manages

world’s biggest language
school (EF) and Global
languages and pathways
specialist Study Group.
An Irish/UK/Turkish citizen,
David directs operations in
Istanbul, Baku and Tehran
ensuring maximum return for
our international clients in
global education.
With a career spent in
Recruitment & Marketing with
Study Group and Kings
Education, Roger now
invests in education projects
and is involved in charities
supporting those with
learning disabilities.

senior counsellor for Turkey’s
biggest agencies. Since 2013
Banu has been Head of
Recruitment for Levant
Education’s agency division,
helping it to be nominated for
a STM STAR award (New
Agency) in its first year of
operations.

enquiries, digital marketing
and applications from Iran,
and is skilled in assisting
students with visa
applications.

Salima Iskenderova
Azerbaijan Enrolment
Support
Salima began working with
Levant Education assisting
with exhibitions in Baku, and
has a background in

customer relations and
marketing. As well as
assisting students, she
maintains content on the AZ
websites and social media
channels.

Your Country Manager
Your local manager will be handpicked with your
oversight and will be supported locally to achieve
enrolment targets.
Using the latest technical sales support software, your
in-market representative will be supported and
motivated to maximise recruitment results from the
territory. When it comes to in-country recruitment, you
can’t beat local knowledge and local language
marketing savvy, combined with excellent customer
service in real time.

Your Office in Istanbul
The office is located in Nisantasi, famous locally as an upmarket
neighbourhood home to international retail and F&B brands. Having a
presence in Nisantasi reflects well in the market, giving clients and customers
confidence in your product that other addresses do not provide.
The importance of confidence and brand image cannot be overstated when
dealing with highly sensitive parents or business partners in this region.
The office provides fantastic opportunities for training, agency support,
counsellor/teacher
events
and
general
market
outreach.
It
measures
250m2, with large rooms for
seminars, for example, and
smaller
private
offices.
Visiting staff will have a base
to work from and meet
partners, which can also be
extended out to Kings
Education partners in the HE
world when visiting Istanbul.
The office has regularly held seminars for 20 to 30 people

Turkey: A shifting Market for International Education Recruitment
Turkey is widely acknowledged as one of the world’s top sending markets with
an estimated 80,000-100,000 students going abroad each year.
UNESCO reports just under 45,000 Turkish students enrolled in higher
education abroad for 2015, with a number of push factors as well as the pull
factors attracting students. A capacity issue is driving outbound numbers for
higher education in that there are not nearly enough university places in
Turkey to keep pace with local demand. Just over two million prospective
applicants sat the YGS Higher Education Entrance Exam for Turkish
universities in 2015, but only 351,000 students were admitted for
undergraduate studies that year.
The underlying economic and political conditions in and around the country in
recent years have generally been supportive of this strong demand pattern.
Turkey is the world’s 17th-largest economy, and has in recent years been one
of the fastest-growing economies in the world (as well as the fastest-growing
in Europe).
Turkey has recently faced a more challenging political environment following a
failed coup attempt in July 2016. The Turkish government declared a State of
Emergency in the wake of the failed coup and it continues to operate under
emergency powers. The purge of suspected coup-supporters has seen
thousands of people detailed or lose their jobs, with the education sector
being particularly targeted.
There has there been rising economic instability against that dramatic political
backdrop but there are continues to be stable demand for study abroad
among Turkish students and parents, as foreign HE is seen as a safer option
in terms of security and freedom from the political repercussions of the
attempted coup. Furthermore, an increasingly religious agenda in state high
schools is driving a boom in private sector enrolments.
The growth in international and private education in Turkey has limited the
opportunities for agents to reach students. Private schools sell themselves on
outcomes, and employ their own study abroad counsellors, cutting out the
agencies. HE and international pathway providers need to develop
relationships with those schools directly now, whereas before the agencies
were more important.

Managing multiple recruitment channels in the right language
Your dedicated Recruitment Manager based in Istanbul,
will provide real-time enrolment support to students and
agents, speaking their own language, understanding
the local issues and education concerns. Fully trained
on your programmes, they are also experienced in
providing event, agency, and high school support,
ensuring that recruitment standards are maintained while providing a localised
service.
International student recruitment is changing rapidly. New recruitment
strategies – developed by in-market experts - are vital for providers that want
to stay ahead in the international recruitment game.
Higher Education Recruitment Office –
The HERO Model:

Agent Network Management
Working with qualified, experienced agents that have proven to be reputable
and reliable over many years, and vetting new agencies, your dedicated
market manager will provide support and service efficiency that agents look
for when placing students. The office in Nisantasi is perfect for agent training
events, presentations, HE partner visits and day-to-day recruitment support.
Channel Innovation
Your Country Manager and dedicated in-market team will conduct digital
marketing initiatives, social media campaigns, referral campaigns, online and
real-world seminars, and high school visits to generate constant flow of
targeted leads which we then follow up, track and convert for you. Agents will
benefit from the improved customer service in real time.
High School Marketing
By 2025, it is estimated that there will be 15,000 English-medium international
schools in the world, with over 8 million students enrolled - almost double the
current number. Private secondary education is similarly booming in Turkey,
as the state sector has become more religiously influenced. Agencies
increasingly struggle to recruit these students, as providing international
university progression is a key selling point of the private schools. It is
therefore vital to reach out to private/international high school counsellors as
much as possible, and your local office / marketing manager will maintain
links and communications with key local schools.

Enquiry to Offer to Enrolment
Your dedicated enrolment advisor is trained to your own standards of product
knowledge and our high levels of service excellence. Because the advisor is
in-market, speaking the local language, with a Nisantasi address, they are
better able to convert enquiries to applications and applications to enrolments.
Balancing Diversity
Your US and UK university partners value your ability to deliver better
diversity of students, and having an Istanbul regional office will send the right
message that you are invested in important growth markets. You will be seen
as a key partner in the market with an impressive office and great presence
and expertise in the market.
HR Management
With this model, you will not have to deal with local taxation, social security
and employment complications, as you will be contracted to Levant Education
for market support. You will also save on telecoms, equipment and staff
support costs, as you will pay Levant Education an annual contract fee.
Furthermore, an employee working in a professional office environment is
more likely to produce favorable results. Colleagues in the sector have
reported several disadvantages of working from home:
Performance management - difficulty managing home workers and
monitoring their performance. Also skills and work quality can suffer from
working from home rather than in a professional environment.
Cost of working from home - initial costs of training and providing suitable
equipment, such as phone/printer/scanner etc. and associated bills. Seminars
or meetings can incur further costs, for example hotel business facilities or
seminar venues.
Home alone - increased feelings of isolation for home workers, lack of team
spirit when working alone every day, a feeling of missing out on interaction
with colleagues.
Perception – working from home does not send professional message in
Turkey compared to having a legitimate office address.
Return on Investment
Investment in our In-Market Office and Country Manager service is an
innovative, cost-effective alternative to traditional recruitment models. An
outsourced model, but with a dedicated Market Manager and office, will
quickly prove its return on investment in terms of new enrolments, market
penetration and agent productivity.

Financials
Employing somebody with the necessary experience, maturity, industry and
product knowledge, contacts, language skills, administration skills etc requires
a reasonable salary.
Further set up costs would include equipment, travel, venues for local
events such as agent workshops or seminars, subsistence, administration
for the HR and Accounting back at HQ, etc.
Once the person is hired, training and performance management will cost
you time and money, and will end up costing you far more if it is not handled
properly...
The Levant Education Model:
•
•
•
•
•

Provides you with a highly qualified and professionally supported
Country Manager
Provides you with a professional Office, to support the Country
Manager and outreach
Saves money on hiring, training, monitoring and supporting staff
Cuts out many of the ancillary costs of employing a staff member
Avoids local legal issues, avoiding risks, saving money

Our fee is reasonable, with no additional charges for office space, seminar
space, telecoms, equipment, training or administration. All local legal issues,
taxation and insurance are taken care of. You will have your name on the
office door, the office will act as the local support office, and the most qualified
people to market and sell your programs.
Your Turkey Country Manager will be dedicated to agent training and support,
local event management, both external (e.g. fairs) and internal (in-house
events). They will be tasked with training high school counsellors and 3rd
parties. They will develop innovative sales channels without alienating existing
productive agents in the market. They will ease the process of administration
for agents, schools and families so that service for partners will be second to
none.
Additional fees will be for 3rd party marketing costs (fairs, marketing
contributions, etc); travel in Turkey and to your campus; and finally
performance based bonuses for direct and agency sourced sales to reward
sales performance from all channels.

